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Abstract
Three major modes of technological interaction can be identified if the effect that
one technology has one another's growth rate is used as a basis for classification,
viz. pure competition (where both technologies have a negative effect on one
another's growth rate), symbiosis (where both technologies have a positive effect
on one another's growth rate) and a predator-prey mode (where one technology
has a positive effect on the other's growth rate but the second has a negative
effect on the growth rate of the first). This paper describes a mathematical model,
based on a modified Lotka-Volterra formulation, for this multi-mode fiamework
for technological interaction. A general iterative solution for multi-technology,
multi-mode interaction is presented. It is shown how phase diagrams aid in
understanding the interaction of the technologies and how these diagrams can
conceptually be used as a decision support mechanism. An interesting spin-off
from the model is the illustration that oscillatory behavior in the S-curves
(particularly in the mature phase) can result under certain conditions of mutual
interaction.
Key words mult-mode interaction, competition, symbiosis, predator-prey, Lotka-Volterra
model
Introduction
The term competition is frequently used in the context of innovation and industrial
economics. The meaning and intent of the term is generally understood even though an exact
description of the term is not usually given explicitly. The interaction between technologies
is, however, often not one of competition in the strict sense of the word, for there are many
cases where technologies interact in a relationship that is not confrontational. A more general
approach is therefore warranted.
The concept of growth rate offers itself as a suitable and appropriate way of classifying the
process of interaction among technologies, so that in general, interaction can be manifested in
the concept of the reciprocal effect that one technology has one another's growth rate. By
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considering the possibility that one technology may either enhance or inhibit another
technology's growth, one finds that three possible modes of interaction can exist, viz. pure
competition where both technologies inhibit the other's growth rate, symbiosis where both
technologies enhance the other's growth rate and predator-prey interaction where one
technology enhances the other's growth rate but the second inhibits the growth rate of the
first. Although such frameworks have, of course, been successfully applied in the fields of
biological ecology (Piankra,1983) and organizational ecology (Brittain and Wholey, 1988) a
survey of the literature shows that with regard to technologies, pure competition is often
discussed, symbiosis sometimes referred to but that predator-prey interaction between
technologies is very rarely mentioned.
It is believed that, in contrast to analyses that are bounded in scope to single modes (usually
pure competition), the multi-mode fiamework described above provides a richer setting
within which to examine the interaction among technologies. Not only do the multiple modes
give one the flexibility to examine interaction in the various circumstances where the
different technologies inhibit and enhance one another's growth, i.e. in the three individual
modes, but it also allows one to account for the transitionary effects as the interaction
between the technologies transgresses from one mode to another with time. The notion that
the modes of interaction between two technologies can change with time is one of the main
points that differentiates the technological framework proposed here from similar natural
ecological frameworks.
The main thrust of this paper, however, is not the multi-mode framework itself, but rather a
mathematical model to describe interactions within this framework. The multi-mode
framework (as applied to the interaction among technologies) and the managerial
implications thereof, are described in more detail elsewhere (Pistorius,1994). However, in
order to put the mathematical model in perspective, a brief qualitative discussion of the
framework is appropriate, before the model is elaborated upon.
The multi-mode framework is illustrated in Figure I for the case of two technologies. In
principle, the framework can be extended to any finite number of technologies. Note that
although there are three modes, there are two possible predator-prey interactions (depending
on which technology is the predator and which the prey), and hence four possible types of
interaction. In this paper, however, we shall refer to three distinct modes.
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Figure 1 Multi-mode framework for interaction among technologies
Multi-technology competition
The concept of substitution inherently implies that two (or more) technologies are
competing, since per definition, one is displacing the other. However, traditional substitution
models such as the Fisher-Pry model (Fisher and Pry,19 71), and related but more
sophisticated models, present us with the dilemma that they do not model two technologies
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competing against each other, but rather one technology competing agair.s a saturated market
or market potential. Due to the fact that a single equation describes t.. system, the new
technology and the rest of the market are coupled in one equation with a ew parameters that
account for the adoption of the new technology. Such a formulation yiei s a solution where
the growth of the old technology is accompanied by the decline of the old (given that the size
of the market niche stays constant). Single equation formulations thus do not offer a solution
where the older technologies, here represented by the market, has a chance of independently
"fighting back". Grilbler comments that "... It appears that much of the debate on the
appropriate mathematical model(s) of diffusion, in particular the quesion of symmetrical
versus asymmetrical models, may be the result of looking at innovation Emr a unary (i.e., an
innovation grows into a vacuum) or a binary (the market share of an incvation is analyzed
vis-a-vis the remainder of the competing technologies) perspective. However, diffusion
phenomena generally call for a multivariate approach, which has no: yet found wide
application in the various diffusion disciplines" (Grlbler, 1991). In the general case one often
finds that multiple technologies are vying for market share at the same ':ne and that more
than one technology can be growing at the same time.
In order' to mathematically model the multi-mode framework dscribed above, the
traditional and classic substitution models that are based on single equaticn formulas are not
inappropriate. It is necessary to model both technologies, each with its own equation,
although they must be coupled with coupling coefficients to account for the interaction
between them. A system of coupled differential equations is therefore requ:ed. A system that
is applicable to this problem (albeit in modified form) has been formulae some time ago by
the ecologists Lotka and Volterra, but until recently was not widely applied to the diffusion of
technology. The system of equations that they developed has become known as the Lotka-
Volterra equations. Several authors have shown that the Lotka-Volter. equations can be
successfully applied to model technological diffusion (Bhargava, 1989; Farrell, 1993;
Marchetti, 1987; Modis, 1993; NakiCenovid, 1979; and Porter et al.,1991). This is an important
observation and we accept their success as additional justification for pursuing the line of
reasoning in the development of this the model. The reader should ake note that the
nomenclature Lotka-Yolterra equations has come to be used to indicate ure competitive as
well as predator-prey systems, often without explicitly stating which case is being modeled
since it is probably assumed that it should be clear from the context. It s.uld be pointed out
that the formulations of the Lotka-Volterra equations for the different motes are different and
have very different characteristics.
Modified Lotka-Volterra formulation
The differential equation that underlies logistic growth can be expressed au (Girifalco, 1991 )
dN
7 aN-bN 2 (I)
This equation results in the familiar S-curve for ,V(t).
Consider now two technologies interacting with one another Dt.ln the multi-mode
framework described above. Using the rationale for the logistic equation - basis, the system





dt =aoM - b M2 t cmn'N (3)
Each technoiov is thus modeled by an equation containing the logistic differential equation
plus a term (similar to the second term) to account for the interaction of the other technology.
Hence, in these equations the terms NM and MN have similar forms and functions as N 2 and
M 2, except thaz they represent two different technologies interacting with one another rather
than the same technology interacting with itself. All coefficients are positive, and although
the coefficients are considered to be constants here, one can postulate that they will be time
dependent in the general case, thus accommodating temporal shifts between modes. Two
positive signs of the coefficients c indicate symbiotic interaction, two negative signs indicate
pure competition whereas one positive and one negative sign indicates predator-prey
interaction. Nce that the Lotka-Volterra formulation given above is actually a modified
version of the original or typical Lotka-Volterra formulation, for in true ecological predator-
prey systems. e equation for the predator will have a negative sign for its a coefficient.
A general solution
Although there are several statements in the literature that the Lotka-Volterra equations and
particularly the pure competition formulation, cannot be solved explicitly (see for example
Porter et al, 1991; Hannan and Freeman, 1989) they can be solved numerically. Pielou has
also shown that the equations can, in fact, be solved in difference form for the case of pure
competition (Pielou,1969). By accounting for the appropriate sign changes (associated with
the c coefficients), Pielou's solution for the pure competitive case can be duly modified to
yield solutions for the other modes as well.
Consider now J technologies that are interacting in the same market niche, and let Ti()
represent technology i with (2 Si SJ). The differential equation for Tf(t) can be expressed as
dT J
= ai T + sj cj TTj (4)dt j-i
where all coefficients are positive and s-sci=-bi. Furthermore, s=+ if technology j has a
positive influence on technology i's growth, whereas s-- -1 if technology j has a negative
influence on technology i's growth. Marchetti (1987), Hannan and Freemil (1989) and
Modis (1993) among others, have suggested similar sets of equations. However, they seem to
refer only to the case of pure competition (and not the multiple modes as we do in this paper)
and they do not offer solutions for the equations, and certainly not for the multi-technology
case.
The difference form solution for Ti(t) can be found be extending Pielou's solution to the
general case, i.e.
eal T()(t + 1) , (5)
I- $ c ( e i -)T (t)
This formulation is a general solution for multi-technology, multi-mode interaction. It can
be used to model the interaction of any finite number of technologies where the interaction
among any pair can either be pure competition, predator-prey or symbiosis. Although it is
difficult to visualize, one can of course also extend the trajectory to an J-dimensional phase




One can envision, for example, that a predator-prey relationship may exist between an
emerging technology and a mature technology when the emerging technology enters a niche
market that is not served by the mature technology. In this case the emerging technology will
benefit from the presence of the mature technology (typically because of follower
advantages) and the mature technology will thus exert a positive influence on the emerging
technology's growth rate. The mature technology may not recognize the threat posed by the
emerging technology and hence the emerging technology does not trigger a significant
resuscitation or growth spurt, i.e. the sailing ship effect, in the mature technology. At the
same time the emerging technology may slowly be stealing market share from the mature
technology. Under these circumstances, one can posit that the emerging technology has a
negative influence on the growth rate of the mature technology. Hence there is a predator-
prey interaction between them, with the emerging technology the predator and the mature
technology the prey. On the other hand, one can also visualize a situation where the mature
technology is the predator and the emerging technology the prey. Consider, for example, the
case where the emergence of the new technology triggers a sailing ship effect in the mature
technology, resulting in de-maturing and new growth. This implies that the emerging
technology has a positive influence on the mature technology's groawth rate. When this effect
occurs simultaneously with one where the mature technology has a negative effect on the
growth rate of an emerging technology, a predator-prey relationship results. The case of the
emergence of ceramics that stimulated growth in high-alloy steels for engine components is a
case in point. The fact that ceramics is still a struggling technology in this regard whilst high-
alloy steels prospered indicates a predator-prey interaction.
As an example of how the modified Lotka-Volterra formulation can be used to model
multi-mode interaction, consider now two technologies which He in a predator-prey
relationship. In equations (2) and (3), let N represent the preda:cr and M the prey, i.e.
technology M will have a positive effect on technology N's growth rate, but technology N
will have a negative effect on technology MAs growth rate. The sign of c,,,, will therefore be
positive (s,,, =+1 in (4)) and the sign of c,,, negative (m,,= -I in (4)). Fcr illustrative purposes,
consider the case where a,,O. I, am=0.15, bn=b,=O.O I, c,,0.02 and c,=0.01. Let the initial
conditions be AN()--=.O1 and M(O)=5, i.e. N is an emerging technology which is attacking a
mature technology (M). Such a situation can result, for exarmple. when the emerging
technology is taking away market share from the mature technolcgy, but the emerging
technology benefits from follower advantages vis-a-vis the mature echnology. Figure 2
shows the time domain histories of both technologies and Figure shows the associated
phase diagram. The concept of a phase diagram, i.e. where N(r) is cor.s-dered as a function of
M(t) with time as a parameter on the trajectory, is a very useful cne to understand the
dynamic of this type of interaction. Note how, in this case, the ajectory on the phase
diagram converges to the equilibrium point at the intersection berveen the lines where
dN/dt=O and dM/dt=O and terminates there. The implication is tha: -oth technologies will
sustain the amplitudes that correspond with the equilibrium point in the long term steady
state. This will be the case until something happens to changes -.e amplitudes of the
coefficients or signs of the c-coefficients in the underlying differential equations. In the case
of predator-prey interaction, it can be shown that the equilibrium point will only be in visible
space (N,M>0) when amb/an>cm. In the case where ab,/a<c_. one finds that the prey
technology will always die out. This is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 which show the time
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domain and phase plots for the same case as the previous one, except that now c,,-c,,-0.02
with N(0)=0.5 and M(0)=8. Similar analyses can be done for the pure competition and
symbiotic modes (Pistorius,1994).
Oscillatory behavior of the S-curves
The model described here can also be used to show that under certain circumstances, some
of the multi-mode interactions can result in oscillatory behavior in the mature phase of a
technology's S-curves. Such oscillatory is a well recognized phenomenon (Modis,1993;
Montrey and Utterback,1990), and the behavior has been ascribed to various mechanisms,
including a chaos explanation (Modis and Debecker,1993). Figure 6 shows oscillatory
behavior in the mature phase of two technologies' S-curves, where the two technologies are
in symbiotic interaction (an--0.1, a--O.15, b=-bm=O., c,,m=0.0157 and c,,,,=0.005). One can
thus postulate that symbiotic interaction among two technologies can be an alternative
explanation for this type of oscillatory behavior. It should be pointed out that the oscillatory
behavior is closely related to the discrete nature of the process, but a case has previously been
made why this assumption is not totally divorced from reality (Modis and Debecker, 1992).
Managerial implications
One can hardly image a line manager in the thick of operational problems solving a system
of coupled non-linear differential equations in order to determine what his or her next move
must be - but that is not where the usefulness or purpose of this model lies. From a
managerial viewpoint, the truly useful and powerful concept is that of the multi-mode
framework itself. One must recognize that, not only will different strategies will applicable
for each of the modes, but strategies for dealing with the transition between modes are also
required - all under the assumption that one is capable of detecting what the current mode
is, and deciding what the desired mode should be. It is suggested that further research be
directed to this end. The model described above can be a very useful tool in uncovering the
characteristics of the framework, the development of appropriate strategies for each and
hence aid in developing qualitative managerial guidelines to develop strategic responses in
every mode. From the case shown in Figures 4 and 5 above, for example, it is clear that once
the prey technology realizes it is doomed to "die", it must manipulate the trajectory in the
phase diagram in order to bring the equilibrium point back into the visible space. The phase
diagram can thus be seen as the "battlefield" on which the strategies for defense and attack
are planned. In this case the prey must determine which of the coefficients to manipulate in
order to ensure its survival. In order to operationalize this action, research will have to be
done to determine which real-world factors influence the mathematical parameters and
coefficients, so that the manager is confronted with a recommendation such as "do more
positive and less comparative advertising", for example, rather than "increase a,, and decrease
CMr' .
Conclusions
In this paper a mathematical formulation based on modified Lotka-Volterra equations have
been presented as a way to model the multi-mode framework for technological interaction,
together with a general multi-technology solution. In the multi-mode framework, the effect
that one technology has on another's growth rate is taken as the criterion whereby the mode
of interaction is judged, and hence one can distinguish between symbiosis, pure competition
and predator-prey interaction.
One can easily be seduced by the mathematical elegance and intricacies of the modified
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Lotka-Volterra model as a way of modeling the multi-mode framework for technological
interaction. It is important to realize, therefore, that the purpose of the mathematical model is
to serve as a simulation and decision support tool for the qualitative framework. In this sense
the model can be a very powerful aid in the development of offensive and defensive strategies
for innovation. In this paper, the modified Lotka-Volterra formulation has been presented as a
conceptual model for the multi-mode framework for technological interaction, rather than as a
model which has withstood the test of time. The challenge remains to test the model with real
examples and data, determine which real factors influence the coefficients and in what sense,
and account for time dependent coefficients.
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'Figure 2 Time domain plot of two technologies in predator-prey interaction. Note that in this








Figure 3: Phase diagram of two technologies in predator-prey interaction. Note how the
trajectory terminates in the equilibrium point, resulting in the sustained constant amplitudes
at maturity.
Figure 4: Time domain plot of two technologies in predator-prey interaction. In this case the
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Figure 5: Phase diagram of two technologies in predator-prey interaction. Note that in this
case the equilibrium point is invisible space (M<O), hence when the trajectory intersects with




Figure 6: Time domain plot of two technologies in symbiotic interaction. Note the oscillatory
behaviour in the mature phase of the technologies' S-curves that sometimes occurs in this
type of interacion.
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